Much evidence has accumulated since Blum's discovery of adrenalin glycosuria in 1901, to indicate an antagonistic action between the adrenal and the pancreas in carbohydrate metabolism. The more intimate nature of this antagonism is still obscure. Bayer in a recent article has suggested three possible modes of interaction :
experiments. In 6 of the 10 positive experiments, there was an actual increase in the amount of reducing substance during the course of the experiment.
The results may be summarized as follows: These experiments then show that the antagonistic action between adrenalin and pancreas, as schematized by Falta, Eppinger and Rudinger, may be demonstrated in vitro independently of any possible nervous influence. King in 1910 showed that a similar retarding influence upon the disappearance of reducing substance in muscle pancreas mixtures was exerted by thyroid extract.
The question as to whether there occurs in this reaction, a true glycolysis, or as Levene and Meyer hold, merely a condensation of the sugar molecule, is left untouched by these experiments. The antagonistic action of adrenalin and pancreas in regard to the disappearance of reducing substance in muscle extracts seems to be clearly demonstrated.
